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Erotica Readership Survey
Results of First Wave Individuals
J A Canter
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I began this survey for my own personal use, and soon it grew beyond what I expected. I decided to analyze the wealth of
data and break it down for others to read and consider. It is not a scientific survey. It’s just me processing numbers at my
computer based on preliminary survey results.
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Introduction
It wasn’t too long ago that I started the Erotica Readership Survey. It is privately funded by myself. If I had known
it would continue to reach larger and larger sampling pools I would have added a few more questions to it.
However, I originally designed it for my personal use - simply to get an understanding of the overall market that
MY social media and personal connections could reach.
I expected perhaps 50 or so responses - but soon it was well over 100 and still counting. As the responses
continue to climb - intermittently - I will reprocess these results. I’ll close the survey once it runs it course.
Now, initially I promised various results - mostly relying on my survey sources pre-packaged ‘overall’ statistics
results that are instantly generated by the survey website (Survey Gizmo). However, once I had detailed
breakdowns of each person’s responses, I realized there were quite a few ways to pick apart, sort out, and
combine the data in order to get a better sense of who is reading what.

Overview
This survey is not a scientific survey. It was spread online, posted in forums and then spread by word-of-mouth.
When 215 responses came in, I collected the data in Excel. This is the first wave of results. I have spent time
hand-picking elements, grouping things as necessary, breaking things down by interested sub-categories, and
then processing that into visual data. This is a visual-heavy file as I feel that’s the best way to deliver such
information.
The Erotica Readership Survey consisted of 15 questions. All questions were optional. Three were Text- based.
Some were strictly ‘one answer only’ questions and others were ‘multiple choice’ questions.
Text based question results (favorite characters, authors, and books) will be released as a blog entry - with which
I intend on having fun and using a large number of images to showcase what our erotica readers are interested
in and how their reading and buying experience is for them. The idea, here, is to show that erotica readers have
widely varying interests in and out of erotica literature.
This survey was originally intended for my personal use and curiosity. Only in the hopes of being helpful to
readers and authors am I releasing this information publicly in such a way. I don’t claim to be a statistician, if my
results seem wrong or off to you, that’s okay.

Notes on Calculations
Because each question was optional and nothing was required, not all answer totals, when combined, will equal
the overall number of participants.

Random and Interesting Things Not Charted
1. More Males than Females took this Survey
2. Responses came from over 20 Countries
3. The two most popular countries: the United States and the United Kingdom
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Buying Readers, Free Readers, Free-to-Buy Readers
I have broken things down into 3 main groups: 1) Everyone overall, 2) Buying Readers, 3) Free-Readers.
Each group is analyzed in different ways. The most analysis so far has gone into ‘Buying Readers’ to assist
authors who are building a readership or have an established readership and would like to understand the
buying dynamics a little more. Free-Readers are also analyzed in detail, but not quite as much detail.
‘Buying Reader’ VS ‘Free Reader’. Many people both free-read and buy-to-read (free read through websites,
communities, and free eBooks, etc.). Buying to read would incorporate brick and mortar stores, tangible books,
and paying for eBooks.
The criteria for being a ‘Free Reader’ was based on 3 questions that, in combination, helped me see who
STRICTLY obtained material through free means (eBooks and websites, etc.) while declaring that “Most of my
erotica reading is of free sources.”
This was an effort for me to separate one group from the other in order to analyze each individually. I actually
write for both groups and would like to understand all dynamics of my free and buying readers.

1. Group Distribution
There are 215 people overall in the First Wave. Buying Readers: 98. Free Readers: 117. Free-to-Buy: 89

2. Breakdown of Groups by Gender
There are 215 people overall in the First Wave. Buying Readers: 98. Free Readers: 117. Free-to-Buy: 89
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Explanation: Stacked Column
Percentages Regarding Gender
Throughout this document please keep this in
mind: Some charts are ‘stacked’. Meaning
that in each column it is divided into ‘Male’,
‘Female’, or ‘Others.
Example:
Another type of chart used in this document
is the Combination Chart - an example is
shown on the next page.
This simply means that each section (Flash,
for example) was calculated overall and then
divided into the gender groups. Instead of giving an overall “__ many people read Flash Stories” it is “Of those
who read Flash stories, 8% are female, 12% are male, and 1% are ‘Others’.
Of Short stories: “31% are female, 24% are male, and 6% are ‘Others’ readers.
So on - so forth.
Return to Table of Contents
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Explanation: Combination Chart
Another type of chart used in this document is the Combination Chart.
When some multiple-choice questions are asked each individual were able to choose more than one answer.
Sometimes, counting each response is beneficial. Other times, it’s more helpful to see the combinations that are
more or less common.
In this example, showing responses from 8 individuals on Preferred Story Length. it can be counted in two ways:
1) Column values: take the number of
responses for each category and simply add
them up:






Flash = 3
Short story = 4
Novella = 5
Novel = 3
Series = 3

Flash

Short story Novella

Flash

Short story

Flash

Novella
Novella
Short story Novella
Novella
Short story

Novel

Series

Series
Novel
Novel
Series

This is helpful if you’re just wanting to know, overall, how many people selected each individual option.
2) The other method of counting multiple answers is by counting combinations:







1 person prefers ‘Flash, Short, Novella, Novel, and Series’
2 people prefer ‘Flash and Short’
2 people prefer ’Novella and Series’
1 person prefers ’Novellas and Novels’
1 person prefers ‘Short Stories, Novellas and Novels’
1 person didn’t answer, so there’s nothing to log

So then each individual result is divided by the overall number to find the percentage of people who have
chosen said combination - then charted:

Even though only 1 person out of 8 chose ‘Novella, Novel’ it divides out to be 13% of the 8-person sample.
Return to Table of Contents
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A) Results of All Individuals Surveyed in the First Wave
Total Individuals in the First Wave of responders.
1. “How long have you been reading erotica?”
The ‘At Random’ category, I felt, was important to see. They might not consider themselves as ‘consistent
erotica readers’ or what have you. These might include people who hear about a book through various means
and decide to read, but who don’t intentionally seek out erotica material on a routine basis.

2. Age Ranges of all individuals surveyed in the First Wave
I found it interesting that the 28 - 45 age brackets were the least represented. It almost seems like a mirror
image of itself with the younger and older equally showing interest.
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3. Preferred Reading Formats
The ‘Reading Format’ question was asked with ‘Online’ as an option. But, since nearly 100% of people selected
‘online’ I decided it did not need to be charted. This allows physical or electronic formats to stand out.

4. Story Length Combinations
This is the first of several combinations charts you’ll find in this document. When I reviewed the survey results I
noted that a number of people chose the same variety of options for some multiple choice questions.
The stand alone responses (10% - Novel for example) means that 10% of all First Wave responders clicked the
‘Novel’ box - and nothing else. That’s their major preference. Others clicked two boxes (Novel + Series, for
example) and so forth. By charting it this way one can easily see how many readers might be interested in
novellas as well as novels, or flash fiction and series. A more detail explanation of how this method works can be
found in more detail here.

First Wave

215 Individuals
Overall Story Length Combinations
in this Group
2%
5%
1%
3%
1%
0%
1%
2%
0%
0%
0%
7%
0%
3%
3%
3%
4%
2%
1%
5%
3%
1%
9%
4%
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Novella, Series
Short, Series
Short, Novel, Series
Short, Novel
Short, Novella, Series
Flash, Series
Flash, Short, Novella, Series
Flash, Short, Series
Flash, Short, Novel
Flash, Novella, Series
Flash, Novella
Series
Novel, Series
Novel
Novella, Novel, Series
Novella, Novel
Novella
Short, Novella, Novel, Series
Short, Novella, Novel
Short, Novella
Short: 31%
Flash, Short, Novella, Novel, Series
0%Flash, Short, Novella, Novel
Flash, Short, Novella
Flash, Short
Flash
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5. Overall Reader Category and Theme Interests
So what does everyone want to read about when it does come to categories, sex acts, story themes, and all
those other things? The next two charts summarize the Category and Theme interests for the First Wave of
responders ordered from most popular to least popular. (For once in my life I can declare that I am the 1%.)
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B) Results for all ‘Buying Readers’ in First Wave
Total Buying Readers: this constitutes 45% of All those in the First Wave. 56% of which are female, 37%
of which are male.
1. “How long have you been reading erotica?” broken down by Gender
I gave the option of ‘random’ to allow people who only every now and then read an erotica book of some sort
the means to have representation.
It might have seemed like common sense that most people would have been reading for more than 6 years, but
it was actually something I was unsure of. I was far more curious about the new readership, what are those who
haven’t been reading for long interested in? I haven’t yet broken down those statistics, but in the future I will.

2. Age Ranges of Buying Readers: Broken Down by Gender
All includes ‘male’, ‘female’, ‘no answer’ and ‘transgendered’. Once a larger number of people identifying as
Transgender respond to the survey I will include them in later reports as their own demographic.
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3. Preferred Reading Format
The question, “What story format do you read the most?” was asked. This question, combined with two other
questions, enabled me to see who is a ‘Buying Reader’ VS who is a ‘Free Reader’ . These formats are pulled from
the group of people who answered the three questions to suggest that they do buy, in large or small quantities.
‘Online’ was an option made available on the survey, but after consideration I realized that almost 100% of
people selected ‘online’ with varying combinations of other options. Since it was vaguely defined, it resulted in
the obvious: people do a lot online. So I’ve removed those results as they’re inconclusive.

4. Method of Finding Stories to Read
Two popular methods, ‘Browsing’ and ‘Searching Tags’, are provider based: relying on the store or online
website’s search functions and category organization to support the reader’s needs. Other methods rely on
social media, relationships with others, and open communication. Following authors through blogs, websites,
email newsletter services, and other means of giving updates is the 2nd most popular method and the key in
keeping readers connected with authors.
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5. Story Length Preference Breakdown by Gender
For the authors I hope this would be beneficial regardless of whether you write short stories to submit to small
press anthologies, or if you’re a well established author with a growing readership. The short story is by far
preferred across the board, only matching the 55% bracket for females who buy erotica novels.

5a. Buying Reader’s Story Length Combinations
Instead of just providing you with the above chart, I broke story length preferences down according to
frequency of each combination. Each person’s combination was logged only once. Some seek out stories of only
one length (Series OR Novels), others have combinations they favor (Novella + Novel + Series).
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6. Reader Satisfaction
The question of ‘Reader Satisfaction’ was asked to see how people felt about their reader experiences and
shopping efforts. Readers sometimes complain that it’s hard to find stories they enjoy. Or, that a lot of stories
just don’t contain the content they want. The reason for this might evident in the following three charts:

6a. Reader Satisfaction Combinations
This chart is figured the same way that the chart in 5a was calculated. Here I’ve included the results for the
option of, “Hit or Miss: sometimes easy, satisfying + hard, unsatisfying.”
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7. Sex-to-Plot Ratio
I asked about reader’s sex-to-plot ratio preferences in an effort to understand more about what balance of sex
and plot people wanted and enjoyed.
Clearly, stories that work a non-erotica plot in with the erotica plot are favored. Erotica readers crave depth,
quality of characters, and complexity of overall story and character development.

Unfortunately, the lack of high-quality and well written stories seems to be a common complaint among some
readers - from what I’ve gathered before this survey through conversations and so forth. This, in part, is what
prompted me to ask these very questions.
In the above three charts it’s evident that people enjoy, appreciate, and prefer stronger story plots alongside the
erotica. Yet, many people report ‘being unsatisfied’ or ‘hit and miss’ with the stories they buy and read.
When these elements aren’t present the average erotica reader is more likely to feel unsatisfied and frustrated
with the process of finding stories that will appeal to them. If the story is well written, if the characters are
realistic and carry considerable depth, people are more likely to be more pleased with the story, and the author,
overall.
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8. Top 15: Buying Reader’s Category and Theme Interests
So what does everyone want to read about when it does come to categories, sex acts, story themes, and all
those other things? Some might surface more in Romance and Romance-Erotica, others would surface strictly in
Erotica. This chart is the Top 15 - though over 50 options were given. The total for all 50 options are listed at the
end of this section.
Unlike other charts that present an ‘Others’ category, here I’ve used the category of ‘Male, Female, and Others’
which combines both calculated males and females (which are graphed in the chart) plus the ‘others’ to give an
overall view of popularity across the board within the Buying Readers.
Thus, you can see what is more popular among males or females, Vs the overall popularity for all of the Buying
Readers.
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9. All 58 Category and Theme Interests for Buying Readers: Broken down by Male and Female.
More males than females are classified as free readers, well over 70 of those surveyed. This puts things in a
Male-to-Female ratio of at least 2 - 1. For every one male are two females. List in alphabetical order.
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C) Results for All ‘Free Readers’ in First Wave
Three questions were asked about preferred story format, story source, and whether or not online free
websites were accessed in order to read stories.
If all three contingencies were met and *nothing else* was logged for any of these 3 questions, the
person was classified as a ‘Free Reader’ - meaning they preferred to obtain their reading materials
through sales, free websites, carousels, exchanges, and libraries.
If at least one of these contingencies was not met they were classified as a ‘Buying Reader’ and charted
in the above section.
Purpose of writing for free:
Writing for free readers can be done for different reasons. 1) Writing to gain readership, hoping to turn
some free readers into buyers. 2) Writing for the fun of writing with NO expectation or active effort to
pursue writing professionally. 3) Writing to gain experience with writing in general. 3) Writing erotica
might be a sideline interest for authors who also write outside of the Erotica genre. 4) Artistic
expression: erotic poetry, lyrical prose, and toying with concepts not otherwise having a readership. So
on - so forth.
Thus - I hope the following breakdowns are the interesting ones that such writers might appreciate.
1. Years Reading Erotica: broken down by gender

2. Age Ranges for Free Readers broken down by gender
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3. 58 ‘Free Readers’ Category and Theme Interests contrasted by Male and Female
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D) Results for All Free-to-Buy Readers in First Wave
For ‘Free Readers’ and ‘Buying Readers’ the numbers divided out nicely. A single individual was either ‘a buyer’
or ‘a free reader’ based on whether or not they met 3 Criteria. Simple.
For ‘Free-to-Buy Readers’: Many individuals from the ‘Buying’ group have met this criteria for Free-to-Buy. Some
individuals are strictly ‘Free-to-Buy’ and some are both ‘Free-to-Buy’ and a ‘Buying Reader’.
The criteria was determined by the responses to “Buying VS Free Reading” with one or both of the following: ‘I
do both: buy and free read’, and, ‘I free read in order to find a good author, and then I buy their other stories’
(This statement was actually worded twice and slipped as a response to a different question in order to ensure
accuracy for this group breakdown).
Of all individuals in the First Wave: 54% are Free Readers; 45% are Buying Readers; 40% of all First Wave are also
Free-to-Buy. Some people are strictly Free-to-Buy (meaning that they only selected the options which were
used to gauge Free-to-Buy, and nothing else)
This bubbly thing is the best way to ensure that this section doesn’t confuse anyone.

In this way the ‘Free-to-Buy Readers’ can also be broken down and fully analyzed since some of us Authors do
use free resources with the intent of building or strengthening a readership. Understanding the dynamic of the
Free-to-Buy

1. “How long have you been reading erotica?”
Keep in mind that ‘Years Reading Erotica’

≠ ‘Years Reader Erotica for Free and then Buying’.
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2. Age Ranges of Free-to-Buy readers broken down by Gender

3. Method of Finding Stories to Read
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4. Story Length Combinations by Gender

5. Reader Satisfaction by Gender
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6. Sex-to-Plot Ratio
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7. All 58 Category and Theme Interests for Free-to-Buy Readers
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Conclusion
Well, hard to summarize summaries. I hope this was helpful and neat to see broken down by gender
and in other ways from a large pool of responders.
This is all I have processed so far from the First Wave. I have other things I want to look at and analyze,
but I’ve covered these statistic essentials to start. In the next months I will continue to pull Waves and
calculate results. A few things need a much larger sampling pool.
In hindsight: there were a few questions I wished I added, but it’s okay - don’t need to cover it all. I
truly didn’t expect such a large response and it caught me by surprise.
One thing I fully intend on doing is processing the Text-Based answers for ‘favorite book / character /
author’ as this is just interesting overall. Right now, I haven’t really even looked that over in any great
detail. It would be more enjoyable if I look at the results from the hundreds who have taken it - and
then build a series of blog entries to explore those favorites.
Thank you for helping the survey spread around the net. By all means, spread the survey to others to
broaden the sampling pool. The more people respond, the more accurate results will be and more in
depth I can go with some elements.
Questions? You can contact me through my email ja.canter@jacanter.com or through Twitter
@ja_canter
Cheers, Valet!
Judy
Return to Table of Contents
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